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Murata et al. [13] proposed a three-sequence
alignment algorithm, in which a constant gap penalty is
applied regardless of the gap length. The affine gap
penalty was incorporated into the three-sequence
alignment by Gotoh [18]. The space complexity of
these algorithms is O(n3), where n is the maximal
length among three sequences. Huang presented an
algorithm with the affine gap penalty [25] which is the
extension of the algorithm proposed by Myers and
Miller [5] by using the Hirschberg’s algorithm [4], to
reduce the space complexity from O(n3) to O(n2). For
decreasing the computing time, Lin et al. [3] have
proposed the parallel three-sequence alignment
algorithm with the affine gap penalty to decrease the
time complexity from O(n3) to O(n3/p), where p is the
number of processors. Yue and Tang [6] also
presented a three-sequence alignment algorithm with
the affine gap penalty and then applied the Divide-andConquer technique into this algorithm in [7].
Recently, the three-sequence alignment has been
adopted instead of the pairwise alignment in the
progressive multiple sequence alignment (progressive
MSA). An algorithm, aln3nn [12], applied the threesequence alignment with the affine gap penalty into the
iterative alignment step of progressive MSA. From
experimental results, it presented that aln3nn has better
results than those by the progressive pair-wise
alignment for the RNA alignments, but has bad results
for protein sequence alignments. In these algorithms
above, gap penalties (constant gap and affine gap
penalties) are fixed and may not exactly reflect the
biological meanings, especially for protein sequence
alignments.
In this paper, we propose a new three-sequence
alignment algorithm with variable gap penalties.
Initially, we apply the fixed gap opening and the fixed
gap extension penalties set by users to calculate the
similarity score for any of two sequences among three
sequences. Then the gap opening and the gap
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1. Introduction
Three-sequence alignment is the one of multiple
sequence alignment methods (MSAs) to align three
sequences simultaneously, and it may leads to more
accurate and significant similarities than pairwise
alignments [7, 13]. Three-sequence alignment can be
used to help the biologists to study the DNA homology,
the phylogenetic determination and the identification
of conserved motifs and protein sequences [8].
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Let  and  be two non-negative constants: 
denotes the gap opening penalty and  denotes the gap
extension penalty. Hence, 1 and 1 are the gap
opening and the gap extension penalties for 1-gap and
2 and 2 are the gap opening and the gap extension
penalties for 2-gap. The m(x,y) is the score to each pair
of symbols, where x and y both are in Ȉ. For protein
sequences, the set m is usually the values of the
substituted matrix, such as the PAM series [14] and the
BLUSM series [21]. The algorithm by using the
dynamic programming was proposed to compute an
optimal alignment of three sequences by Murata [13].
In the dynamic programming, there are two paths;
forward and reverse paths. The alignment scores in the
forward path are defined as follows:

extension penalties are changed by the weight matrix
[14, 21, 23], the similarities of any of two sequences
and the lengths of sequences. Finally, we introduce the
position-specific gap penalties [9, 10, 24] into the
three-sequence alignment.
To incorporate the
information of known protein structure into existing
gaps for the sequence alignment has been indicated to
improve the accuracy [15, 17, 20, 26]. Hence, we
incorporate this information to vary the gap opening
and the gap extension penalties at each residue position
in the sequences (position-specific penalties).
Therefore, our algorithm can decrease the probability
of new gaps inserted in existing protein secondary
structure and increase the probability of new gaps
inserted in loop regions.
In the experiment tests, we show the comparisons of
alignment accuracy between our algorithm and the
three-sequence alignment algorithm with the affine gap
penalty on the BAliBASE2.0 benchmark [11]. From
the experimental results, our algorithm outperforms the
three-sequence alignment with the affine gap penalty
for protein sequences.

S(i, j, k)=maximum score for aligning a1a2…ai,
b1b2…bj and c1c2…ck.
E(i, j, k)=maximum score for aligning a1a2…ai,
b1b2…bj and c1c2…ck with bj gaps.
F(i, j, k)=maximum score for aligning a1a2…ai,
b1b2…bj and c1c2…ck with ai gaps.
G(i, j, k)=maximum score for aligning a1a2…ai,
b1b2…bj and c1c2…ck with ck gaps.
H(i, j, k)=maximum score for aligning a1a2…ai,
b1b2…bj and c1c2…ck with bj and ck gaps.
I(i, j, k)=maximum score for aligning a1a2…ai, b1b2…bj
and c1c2…ck with ai and ck gaps.
J(i, j, k)=maximum score for aligning a1a2…ai, b1b2…bj
and c1c2…ck with ai and bj gaps.

2. Algorithm
2.1 Three-sequence alignment
Let A = a1a2…am, B = b1b2…bn and C = c1c2…cp be
three sequences over an alphabet set Ȉ. The alphabet
set contains different symbols representing varied
amino acids; for protein sequences are 20 symbols and
for DNA sequences are 4 symbols. The symbol “-”
denotes “gap” in the sequence alignment.
An
alignment of three sequences consists of ordered
elements in Ȉ Ж {-}. An example alignment of
sequences is illustrated in Figure 1. Each column in
the alignment is denoted as an aligned triple and
contains one or two gaps which are denoted by 1-gap
or 2-gap respectively.

The score S(i, j, k) used to compute the score of an
optimal alignment of A1,i, B1,j, and C1,k, along with
auxiliary scores are given above. The recurrence
relations among the auxiliary scores are defined in [18,
25].
In the reverse path, let R, T, U, V, W, X, and Y be the
set of the scores that are similar to the scores given
above, where R corresponds to S, T to E, U to F, V to G,
W to H, X to I and Y to J. For example, R(i, j, k) is the
score of an optimal alignment of Ai+1,m, Bj+1,n and Ck+1,p
for 0ʳЉ i Љ m, 0ʳЉ j Љ n and 0ʳЉ k Љ p.
The score of an optimal alignment of sequences A,
B and C is computed according to the forward and
reverse paths. The score is defined as:
Score = Max{S(i, j, k) + R(i, j, k), E(i, j, k) + U(i, j, k) +
1, F(i, j, k) + V(i, j, k) + ȝ1, J(i, j, k) + Z(i, j, k) + 2},
where 0ʳЉ i Љ m, 0ʳЉ j Љ n and 0ʳЉ k Љ p.

2.2 Introducing variable gap penalties
Figure 1. An alignment of three sequences. Each
column in the alignment is an aligned triple and “-”
denotes a gap.

The gap penalties computed in the scores given above
are fixed. In our algorithm, the fixed gap penalties are
modified to the variable gap penalties. The variable
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gap penalties are calculated by gap penalty functions
instead of constant numbers. The gap opening penalty
and the gap extension penalty functions are denoted by
GOP and GEP, respectively. Let the gap opening
penalty and the gap extension penalty functions be
defined as follows:
GOPi(x, y) returns the gap opening penalty for opening
a gap in the sequence i for an entry (x, y) of the score
matrices, where x and y are two residue positions in the
sequences i and j, respectively.
GOPi(x, y, z) = max[GOPi(x, y), GOPi(x, z)]
return the gap opening penalty for opening a gap in the
sequence i for an entry (x, y, z) of the score matrices,
where x, y and z are three residue positions in the
sequences i, j and k, respectively.
GOPi,j(x, y, z) = max[GOPi(x, z), GOPj(y, z)]
returns the gap opening penalty for opening a gap in
the sequence i and a gap in the sequence j for an entry
(x, y, z) of the score matrices.
GEPi(x, y) returns the gap extension penalty for
extending a gap in the sequence i for an entry (x, y) of
the score matrices.
GEPi(x, y, z) = max[GEPi(x, y), GEPi(x, z)]
returns the gap extension penalty for extending a gap in
the sequence i for an entry (x, y, z) of the score
matrices.
GEPi,j(x, y, z) = max[GEPi(x, z), GEPj(y, z)]
returns the gap extension penalty for extending a gap in
the sequence i and a gap in the sequence j for an entry
(x, y, z) of the score matrices.
Hence, the original scores are modified by replacing
the fixed gap penalties with gap penalty functions, and
the modified scores are defined as follows:
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In ClustalW [9], the gap opening penalty () and the
gap extension penalty () can be given by user or
program initially, and the gap penalties are calculated
by the gap penalty schemas automatically to improve
the accuracy of alignment. We adopt these schemas to
our algorithm, and the schemas are modified to apply
to three-sequence alignment. The initial gap penalties
are recalculated depending on the following schemas.
Factors for the Gap opening penalty
Dependence on the weight matrix.
The accuracy of the alignment can be improved by
using varied weight matrices. The average score for
two mismatched residues (i.e. off-diagonal values in
the weight matrix) of weight matrix is used as the gap
weight for the gap opening penalty.
Denpence on the similarity of the sequences.
For alignments, the relation of the gap opening penalty
and the similarity of sequences are in the direct
proportion; increasing the penalty for strong similarity;
decreasing for the divergent on the linear scale.
Dependence on the lengths of the sequences.
The gap opening penalty is increased with the
logarithm of the length of the shorter sequence to avoid
that grows the alignment score with the increasing
sequence length, even with the false alignment.
Let ij and ij be the gap opening and the gap
extension penalties for sequences i and j. Let ij be the
percent identity for a pair of sequences and w be the
average score of mismatched residues of the weight
matrix. According to the factors described above, the
gap opening penalty is calculated as follows:
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·
¸ if i > 0, j = 0 and k = 0
¹
·
¸ if i = 0, j > 0 and k = 0
¹
·
¸ if i = 0, j = 0 and k > 0
¹
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°
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°
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¯
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°
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¯
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°°
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if i = 0

ij =ji = { + log[min(leni,lenj)]} * w * ij
(1)
where leni and len j are the lengths of sequences i and j,
respectively. Thus, we have
AB = BA = { + log[min(m,n)]} * w * AB,
AC = CA = { + log[min(m,p)]} * w * AC,
and BC = CB = { + log[min(n,p)]} * w * BC,
where m, n, and p are the lengths of sequences A, B and
C, respectively.

if k = 0
º¼ if i > 0 and k > 0
if j = 0
if k = 0
º¼ if j > 0 and k > 0

if i = 0
 S i, j , k  GOPC j ,k
°
if j = 0
° S i, j , k  GOPC i, k
®
° max ¬ªG i  1, j  1, k , S i  1, j  1, k  GOPC i, j , k ¼º if i > 0 and j > 0
°
 m(ai , b j )  GEPC i, j , k
¯
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Increased gap penalties near existing gaps.
GOTij,i[x]= ij * {2+[(8-distance for previous gap)*2]/8}
(3)
Reduced gap penalties in hydrophilic stretches.
GOTij,i[x]= ij * 0.5
(4)
If a hydrophilic residue is at the xth residue position
within a hydrophilick stretch.
Residue-specific penalties.
GOTij,i[x]= ij * R[Sx]
(5)
Where R[Sx] is the value of the residue in the Residuespecific table R, and the residue is located on the xth
position of sequence S.
Recalling the GOP and GEP functions, these
functions are calculated according to equations (3), (4)
and (5).
GOPi(x, y) = GOTij,i[x] + GOTij,j[y]
(6)
(7)
GEPi(x, y) = GETij,j[y]

Factor for the Gap extension penalty
Dependence on the difference in the lengths of the
sequences.
To avoid producing many long gaps on the sequence
which is much shorter than another, the gap extension
penalty has to be increased. The initial gap extension
penalty is calculated as follow:
ij = ji = { + log[min(leni,lenj)]}
(2)
where leni and len j are the lengths of sequences i and j,
respectively.
Then, the modified gap extension penalties are
AB = BA = {+ log[min(m,n)]},
AC = CA = {+ log[min(m,p)]},
and BC = CB = {+ log[min(n,p)]},
where m, n, and p are the lengths of sequences A, B and
C, respectively.
In the three-sequence alignment with the affine gap
penalty, the initial gap opening and the gap extension
penalties are applied equally at every position in the
sequence. However, including the information about
known protein structure and existing gaps can lead to
alignments that are more biologically correct [22].
Hence, we introduce the position-specific gap penalties
into our algorithm. The gap penalty tables are used to
record the gap opening and the gap extension penalties
at each residue position along the lengths of sequences.
The local gap penalty modification rules, applied in
a hierarchical manner, are used to calculate penalty
tables at each position. The details of rules are given
below. First, to avoid that gaps are too close, if there is
no gap at a position, but the position is within eight
residues of an existing gap, then the gap opening
penalty is increased. Second, for alignments of
hydrophilic stretches, the gap opening penalty is
decreased at a position within a run of five hydrophilic
residues. A hydrophilic stretch is formed possibly by
any run of 5 hydrophilic residues. The hydrophilic
residues that may be set by the users but be
conservatively set to D, E, G, K, N, Q, P, R or S by the
defaults. The loop regions are usually indicated in
these runs. Moreover, if there are no runs of
hydrophilic residues or gaps, then the gap opening
penalty is modified by using a table of residue-specific
gap propensities [22].
Let GOTij,i be the gap opening penalty table which
records the penalty along the length of sequence i for
each pair of sequences; sequences i and j. Let GETij,i
be the gap extension penalty table. The gap penalties
modified by rules are shown as follows:
Initially, GOTij,i[x] = ij and GETij,i[x] = ij present
penalties at x-th residue position.

3. Experiments
The benchmark BAliBASE2.0 [11] is a database of
manually-refined MSAs specifically designed for the
evaluation and comparison of MSA programs. The
database has eight reference data sets, and the
reference data set 1 is the largest subset with 83 data
sets, comprising almost 60% of the benchmark. Each
set in reference sets contains more than three
sequences. For our experiments, three sequences were
randomly selected from the reference set 1 to the
reference set 2. The total of 250 test sets is used for
the experiments.
All of the calculations were
performed on a Linux operation system (AMD opteron
250 2.4G with 512MB of memory). We did not adopt
other reference sets (3-8) because the differences of
percent identity of pair of sequences are big. For
example, the maximum percent identity is 81% and the
minimum percent identity is 1% in the sub set of the
reference set 3. In the experiments, we want to
compare the resulting alignments with three different
percent identity ranges: <=25%, 20%-40% and >35%.
Hence, reference sets 3-8 are hard to be used in our
experiments.
In our experiments, the accuracy of the alignment is
evaluated by two different scoring functions; sum of
pair and total column score [11]. The sum of pair (SP
score) indicates the number of correctly aligned residue
pairs found in the test alignment divided by the total
number of aligned residue pairs in the reference
alignment.
The total column score (TC score)
indicates the number of correctly aligned columns
found in the test alignment divided by the total number
of aligned columns in the reference alignment. In
general, the average scores of SP and TC are used to
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The variable gap penalties introduced here is
adopted to replace the fixed gap penalties to achieve
better approximate to the block-like behavior of protein
alignments. It has been shown that the accuracy of the
sequence alignment is improved by incorporating with
protein structure information.
For example, the
equation (5) uses loop propensities, derived by
Pascarella and Argos [22], as the scale factors to
calculate the penalty at each residue position. Without
such structural information, the positioning of gaps in
an alignment may influence biological correctness.
Although some new gap penalty functions have been
proposed to improve the accuracy of protein sequence
alignments, these functions are implemented for
pairwise alignment and the run time will be increased
by calculating gap penalties. Hence these functions
cannot be used easily in the three-sequence alignment.
Recently, some progressive MSA methods adopted
the three-sequence alignment.
However, these
methods have bad results for protein sequence
alignments because of the affine gap penalty. We have
incorporated our algorithm into such progressive MSA
to observe the resulting alignments and many
alignments have been improved. In the future, we
envisage applying our algorithm to compare the protein
sequences between different species and including
more gap penalty functions and know protein structure
information to compute alignments.

compare the resulting alignments [1, 2, 12, 19]. In the
experiments, our algorithm is denoted by “ThreeAlign*” and the three-sequence alignment with the
affine gap penalty is denoted by “Three Align”.
Table 1 presents the comparison of SP and TC
scores between the three-sequence alignment algorithm
with the affine gap penalty [18] and our algorithm. In
the experiments, the following gap opening and the gap
extension penalties were used: 1-gap opening penalty =
2-gap opening penalty = 10 and 1-gap extension
penalty = 2-gap extension penalty = 2. From Table 1,
it is obvious that our algorithm improves almost 28%
on average and also obtains better alignments in 75%
of the test sets.
In the following experiments, all of 250 test sets are
classified into three percent identity ranges: <=25%,
20%-40% and >35%. In the Figure 2, it presents the
comparison of different identity percentages with SP
scores. Our algorithm achieves 40% improvement
than the three-sequence alignment with the affine gap
penalty in the range <=25%; 36% improvement in the
range 20%-40% and 19% improvement in the range
>35%. Our algorithm also obtain better alignments
approximates 65%, 76%, and 87% of test sets in three
identity ranges respectively.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of different identity
percentages with TC scores. Our algorithm achieves
50% improvement than the three-sequence alignment
with the affine gap penalty in the range <=25%, 45%
improvement in the range 20%-40% and 26%
improvement in the range >35%.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of performance
between our algorithm and the three-sequence
alignment with the affine gap penalty.
In our
algorithm, we need to calculate the gap penalty
matrixes for the variable gap penalties. There are three
matrixes used to record the variable gap penalties at
each residue position, and the time complexity for
building three matrixes is O(3n2). Hence for our
algorithm, the time complexity is O(n3 + 3n2), and it
can be denoted as O(n3). The time complexity of the
three-sequence alignment with the affine gap penalty is
O(n3). Actually, Figure 4 shows that sequence length
will affect the computing time of calculation of gap
penalty matrixes.

Table 1. The comparison of SP and TC scores
between two three-sequence alignment algorithms.
ʳ ʳ

Ave

ʳ ʳ

SP

TC

*

Three Align

0.82

0.76

Three Alignʳ

0.64

0.56

*

Three-Align is our algorithm and Three-Align is the threesequence algorithm method with the affine gap penalty. Ave
denotes the Average score.

4. Conclusion
We have presented a new three-sequence alignment
algorithm including variable gap penalties and the
evidence that it creates alignments with the average
accuracy superior to the three-sequence alignment
algorithm with the affine gap penalty.

Figure 2. The comparison of three identity
percentages ranges with sum-of-pair scores (SP
scores).
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Figure 3. The comparison of three identity
percentages ranges with total column scores (TC
scores).
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Figure 4. The comparison of performance.
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